
REVIEWS 
T H E BIRD W A T C H E R ' S R E F E R E N C E BOOK. By 

MICHAEL LISTER. (Phoenix House, London, 1956). 256 pages. 
45s. 
IT IS curious that The Bird Watcher's Reference Book should have 
appeared at about the same time as The Ornithologists' Guide 
(see antea, vol. xlix, pp. 504-505). Both have developed 
independently from the same unusual idea of providing a back
ground of information of value to the practical bird watcher who 
wishes to make some contribution to his subject, and it is remark
able that the approach of each book is so different. The first part 
of this reference book is ecological in outlook- The author deals 
with habitats, and factors which affect the growth and distribu
tion of the main types of British vegetation; there is guidance on 
identification (a number of trees and grasses are sketched), 
methods of keeping records of vegetation are given, and a list of 
ornithological habitat-types is included. The importance of the 
weather is becoming more widely recognised; directions are given 
on the interpretation of a weather map, and a number of 
meteorological principles are explained. 

A feature which cannot fail to receive favourable mention here 
is a chapter giving advice on points to be watched in writing a 
paper. A large part of the book is devoted to a glossary, giving 
general information on a great number of ornithological terms 
together with their equivalents in German, Dutch and French. 
There is also a directory which covers some 650 bird-periodicals 
published all over the world, and information on about 70 bird-
observatories and ringing schemes. 

The book is thus designed to be a work of reference in which 
every bird-watcher may expect to find something useful to him. 
In his introduction the author states that his object has been to 
provide, in a single volume, a convenient source of reference and 
practical help on a few of the "background" subjects which 
impinge on real bird-watching at so many points, subjects on 
which a bird-watcher often requires to know a little but on which 
so often he cannot obtain adequate information without going to 
a great deal of trouble. Mr. Lister may justifiably claim to have 
been successful in his purpose. P .A .D .H. 

T H E Y T E L L O F BIRDS. By THOMAS P . HARRISON. (University 
of Texas Press, Austin, 1956). xviii + 159 pages, 1 coloured 
plate and 12 other illustrations. $3 . 

TO-DAY, when so many ornithological man-hours are passed in 
recording rarities or noting the most trivial details of birds' lives, 
there is a fairly general ignorance of the history of ornithology, 
and thus Professor Harrison's book in which he studies the treat
ment of birds in the works of four English poets (Chaucer, 
Spenser, Milton and Drayton) comes as a refreshing change. But 
the author does not confine himself to poetry: in an introductory 
chapter (perhaps the most interesting part of the book) he describes 
the allegorical and mythical properties which the writers of the 
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Middle Ages, largely under the influence of Isidore of Seville, 
attributed to living creatures. Then there was " a learned 
tradition in which the visible phenomena in nature were of no 
account; in fact, to the visible world the mass of traditional data 
bore little or no resemblance". This tradition gradually gave way 
before the more scientific attitude of the Renaissance, and it is 
against this background that Professor Harrison's study is set. 
" W i t h differences", he says, "Chaucer, Spenser and Milton 
adhered to the notion that birds exist as symbols of good and evil. 
Though Chaucer . . . was closest to the objective attitude of later 
centuries". Only Drayton fully shows the Renaissance attitude, 
although he lived' earlier than Milton; his "tr iumph lies in the 
revelation that poetry is capable of serving a new end in objective 
and intimate descriptions of bird life". 

Professor Harrison is an expert on ornithological tradition; he 
also knows his English birds well and has taken pains to become 
acquainted with them in the field. The book is not only packed 
with fascinating factual knowledge, but is a pleasure to read. 

M . F . M M . 
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